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PART. I .
Contains a short resume^  of the subject of Strabismus 
Convergent. In looking up the literature continual 
reference was made to Bonders, Landolt and Schweigger 
on Squint. . Very little Independent has been written 
on Strabismus so I have confined any references to 
the above named authors.
■ In describing the operation of tenotomy I have 
made use of Lucas’ Book on Squint, this surgeon claims 
to be the first who performed tenotomy of the Internal 
Rectus for Strabismus.
PART. II.
The clinical portion of this essay. In every case 
when vision was not normal No. I. J. a chart of
vision îièis been taken.
In the case of central scotoma considerable difficulty 
was experienced In getting a point of fixation for the 
amblyopia eye, Blexls' , Priestly Smith's and Badal's 
had to be given up. The hand perimeter of Dr. T. Reid 
was the one used for all the fields of vision recorded 
In this pamphlet. The great advantage of this perimeter 
Is that the surgeon's eye Is the point of fixation; so 
that any deviation of the patient's eye can at once be 
detected and the field begun over again.
The scotomata mapped out are qualitatively correct, 
of the fieIds of vision being verified by a second 
chart being taken. As the scotoma was negative the 
patient had a good deal of difficulty In knowing when 
the discs disappear out of sight. In only one case 
was the scotoma lessened by operation and proper glasses 
to correct the ametropia; we will reserve this for Its 
proper place In the second part.
f '
Strabismus Convergens.
Is the condition when: the axes of the eyes are
not parallel, the axis of one eye being more converged
to the nasal side*
The causes which give rise to this peculiarity 
were considered in the past to be many in /'Lucas on 
the cure of Squinting published 1840'/ Squint essen­
tially depends on the perverted action of one or more 
of the muscles ; or external violence to distant parts 
and to the part In the immediate vicinity of the orbits. 
Strabismus constantly follows exanthematous diseases 
especially measles from the conjunctiva and retina 
being more or less engaged In these affections as Is 
^evidenced by the suffused and watery eye and the morbid 
sensibility to light.
The popular mind Is still under the Impression 
that squint Is produced by the above named causes; and 
we are bound to believe the statement that a child which 
did not squint before an attack of measles. The ex­
planation of the apnearance of the squint at this time
Lucas on Squint, page 26, 29, 57 Bonders 292
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being simple that the ocular muscles being weakened 
the child in endeavouring to see clearly will bring 
more effort to bear on the ocular muscles, hence the 
squint develops at this period.
But what appears to be the true cause /or one of 
the causes/ was explained by Bonders, 'Experience In 
the first place shows that strabismus convergens is, 
in the great majority of cases combined with Hypermetro- 
pia* . It is evident how much Hypermetropia prepon­
derates.
In general it is not the highest degrees of H.
Mich strabismus is combined as will be shown 
v;ith reference to the synopsis of my cases further on.
We find In those cases which are brought to us to 
be mostly cases of children. In Infants the eye Is al­
most always hypermetropic, and In all cases it can be 
proved that Hypermetropla was present before the squint 
took place.
Valk /Errors of Refraction/ page 65. 
gives as the causes of Strabismus Convergens,
51. Congenital Amblyopia.
2. Relative Hypermetropla with or without
amblyopia or amblyopia ex anopsia.
Hartrldge, /Errors of Refraction/ 183
Lays stress on the fact that an amblyopia ex­
ists In the affected eye - 'possibly the convergence of 
the deviating eye Is Increased by the desire that the 
weaker Image may still be weaker and fal3 on a more 
peripheral part of the retina.'
Volk Is more emphatic In attributing the squint to 
the amblyopia. 'At first they will not have the squint 
constantly but It will always be observed when the child 
looks at a near object. In many cases of squint with 
Hypermetropla, In which we find one eye very amblyopic, 
that probably there Is either a deficiency of the retin­
al elements In that eye or a non-development of the retina 
this Is usually of congenital origin, I believe, and not 
from non-use as Is supposed.'
In Hypermetropla there is often an appearance of 
strabismus which Is caused by the macula being further
from the papilla.
Bonders investigations seem' to indicate that in
such eyes is further from the temporal border of the 
papilla, than it is in either emmetropla or myopic eyes, 
from the fact established by Bonders it results that the 
corneal axis of hypermetropic eyes, always converge rel- 
afively to the visual i-ines. and that the former are in 
absolute divergence when the latter are parallel with 
each other.
There is a distinct relation between the convergence 
and accommodation in bringing about strabismus. In the 
hypermetropic eye when the accommodation is at rest vision 
is not distinct neither for distance or near work.
When the hypermétrope wants to see clearly even for 
distance he has to call into play some of his accommoda­
tion, which will bring into play some convergence; and 
for objects near at hand more accommodation and converg­
ence and the eye becomes tired when keeping up such a 
strain, one eye converges more for rest and if there is 
any congenital weakness, the eye which is affected gives
way first. If vision is normal in both eyes and one eye 
converges a diplopia results and the instinctive desire 
for sharp vision the eye will converge more, so as to 
bring the image on a peripheral part of the retina and 
if this goes on for a length of time it brings about an 
amblyopia = amblyopia ex anopsia.
Landolt /p. 354/ 'We know that the two functions 
are associated in such a way that, for a given degree 
of convergence there is always a nearly equal degree of 
accommodation and vice versa. Now the emmetrope always 
calls into play as many dioptres of accommodation as the 
distance of the object requires metre angles of converg­
ence the hypermétrope is obliged to draw on his accom­
modation; over and above this amotmt, for a number of 
dioptres equal to the degree of his ametropia: so long
as this degree does not surpass the positive quota of 
his relative range of accommodation.
The quota by which he can increase his accommoda­
tion without varying his convergence, binocular vision 
is possible. But when the hypermetropla exceeds certain
8limits, it is no longer possible to harmonise the two 
functions that preside over binocular and distinct 
vision.'
The above extract explains clearly how in looking 
at.near objects for any length of time the accommoda­
tion being excessive, that distinct binocular vision 
is unable to be maintained; so rather to have indis­
tinct binocular vision one eye becomes more convergent 
and distinct monocular vision is maintained without any 
effort: and the image on the other eye is suppressed. 
And this takes place more easily in the eye, if there 
is any inferiority in vision and is consequently less 
value in binocular vision.
Hypermetropla in Squint Schweigger p. 19
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H - to i.o'* 50
H.,1.0 to 1.5o4* 25
H X. 50'^ to 2 . o'* 41.
H S.O'^  to 3 .0'* 58.
H 3. o'* to 4.50'* 35
H 5.o'* and more 9.
H”? to 8.
H.1.0 to i.so"* 14
H.1.50 to 2 .0'* 20
H.2 .0'* to 3.0^ 30
H 5. o'* to 4 .50'* 19
H 5.0^ and more 7
Permanent
Periodeci
I have excluded those squints which were due to 
Myopia and Emmetropla from the above table but give 
them below.
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Convergent Strablsinus 
Myopia 44,
Emmetropia 85.
525
Myopia 10
Emmetropia 15,
121
Permanent
Periodic
'According to this percentage of the Hypermetropla 
/including the doubtful cases/ amounts to 66 per cent.
Dr. Isler gives the percentage to Hypermetropla 88 per 
cent. 'One can assert, with far greater right, that a 
sufficient ground for squint is not given by slight degrees 
of Hypermetropla, for the latter are accommodâtively over­
come and binocular fixation retained by youthful persons 
without any difficulty.
Bonders 899 300
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Table
Persone Sex Age Eye Bn. V.A. Deviation.
1 M. 23 0 B l/lO 0.2 Str. C. 0 B
0 S 1/28 0.67
2 M. 15 0 B 1/12 1. Str. C. 0 S
0 S 1/12 0.28
3 F. 25 0 B ? 0.1 Str. C. 0 B
0 S 1/40 0.85
4 M. 0 B ? 0.01 Str. C. 0 D
1 0 S l/28 0.45
5 ! F. 23 0 D in H ? 0.2 Str. C. 0 B!
0 s 1/20 0.5
' . M. 12 0 B ? 0.4 Str. C. Alt.
0 s ? 0.25
7 M. 19 0 B l/l2 0.66 Str. C. Alt.
0 S l/l6 1.
8 M. 22 0 B l/l6 1 Str. C. 0 S
0 S l/ll 0.41
9 F. 18 0 B 1/20 0.025 Str. C. 0 B
0 s l/24 0.4
10 F. 16 0 D l/lB 1. Str. C. Alt.
0 S l/l6 1.
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Table II
Hypermetropla only given from this table.
9
Hm.
0 D l/26
0 S 1/28
Hm.
0 D l/l2
0 S l/l2
Bn.
0 D l/S6
0 S 1/36
Bn.
0 D l/l6
0 S 1/20
Hm.
0 D 1/24
0 S 1/20
8
10
11 0 D 
0 S
Bn.
l/lO
l/lO
0 D 
0 S
0 D 
0 S
0 D 
0 S
Hm.
l/l2
l/l2
Hm.
l/28
l/26
Hm.
l/l2
l/l2
Hm.
1/6
1/6
Hm.
1/24
1/24
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'In the highest degrees of H. strabismus Is rarely 
observed. This need not surprise us. In such cases 
the powere of accommodation is even, under abnormally 
increased convergence, not sufficient to produce ac­
curate Images, and such hypermétropies are thus led 
rather to the practice of forming correct Ideas from 
imperfect retinal Images than by a maximum of tension, 
improving the retinal Images as much as possible. We 
have already seen that strabismus is met with chiefly in 
mean degrees.
Amblyopia present in Strabismus Convergens 
Schweigger 18.
Permanent
81 Cases.
Visual acuteness more than .l/V in 44 cases
V less than l/? V. = l/l2 6 cases
V less than l/l2 V. - l/36 20 cases
14
Convergent Squint 13 Cases.
Visual acuteness more than l/7 9 cases.
V. ^  1/7 to V. - 1/12 2.
V. 1/12 to V. r l/36 1.
From the above tables it is clear that amblyopia
is present in a majority of cases of strabismus.
The age at which squint generally appears /bonders/ 
6 - 12, but we have well marked cases of strabismus in 
children of 2 or 3 years which disappears under atropine. 
But from 7 or upwards it is very rare for squint to ap­
pear either from Hypermet ropia or from congenital 
Amblyopia.
Spontaneous cure of squint is not so rare as is 
thought when the degree of Hypermetropia is low, /Hart- 
ridge/ and when the vision in the affected eye is normal 
In our experience we have only noticed the spontaneous 
cure of squint when in the squinting eye the amblyopia 
was great.
It is very common at the clinic of Glasgow Eye
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Infirmary for young men to present themselves for an 
amblyopia which only has been detected when they were 
examined for their vision prior to admission to the Army, 
the dot test and failed in the test. When examined no 
opacity in the media or disease in the fundus of the eye, 
refraction about 2.0 to 4.0^ H., when questioned they 
admit having a squint in childhood which no attention 
was paid to, and they say got well of itself. The 
following case will illustrate.
D. F. 21 Baker,
Had been testing each eye singly when he found out, one 
^ye was blind could not see the largest print when 
patient came to me, on examination no disease was 
present.
V, A.
R.under 6/60 could not count fingers L.6/12 No.2 
High degree of H. Astig which on correction with proper 
glasses improves vision of L. to 6/8 No. 1.
The patient thought he had heard his mother speak 
of a squint when he was a child.
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The only operation which we need to consider for 
the cure of squint is tenotomy and this operation is 
practically the same as was done by Mr. Lucas, who 
claimed to be the first surgeon who performed it, in
1840. Lucas 69.
‘The patient being thus prepared, and the eye-lids 
held apart, the operator commences to make the required 
section of the conjunctiva. In some of my early opera­
tions I accomplished this purpose with a pair of forceps 
and a narrow bladed, sharp-pointed knife, but further ex­
perience has shown that it can be better and more quickly 
performed by means of the sharp-pointed hook and a com­
mon pair of scissors than by any other instruments.
The forceps is apt to let go its hold of the con­
junctiva.
The operator takes the hook in his right hand and 
inserts it into the tunica conjunctiva,shout 3 lines or 
two lines and a half distant from the cornea, and on a 
line corresponding to its transverse axis. He then 
transfers the hook to his left, and taking in his right
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hand the sharp-pointed scissors, he makes a semi­
circular incision of this membrane from below upwards 
upon the outer side of the hook to an extent varying 
from four to six lines.
When the required section of the conjunctiva is 
made, the operator takes a blunt hook in his right hand, 
and inserting it between the edges of the divided con­
junctiva, he insinuates it from below upwards, between 
the tendon of the muscle and the sclerotica. The blunt 
hook being inserted beneath the muscle the operator trans­
fers it to his left hand, and having brought the tendon 
into view he divides it,with a pair of sharp-pointed 
scissors held in his right hand, as close to the insertion 
as is compatible with the safety of the sclerotica.
The operation done now is the same as described 
in the extract from Lucas.
In operating there is one modification which I 
have adopted, making two incisions in the conjunctiva, 
the one above and one below in line with the muscle.
From the top incision the hook is passed in below the
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muscle, from the lower incision the blunt-pointed scissors 
are introduced and the muscle divided, thus leaving a 
bridge of conjunctiva, not disturbing the semi-lunar 
fold or caruncle.
In making one incision only across the muscle,as is 
the usual practice, we often disturb the semi-lunar fold 
giving the eye an unnatural appearance.
In doing this operation the greater the degree of 
amblyopia the section of muscles requires to be the freer; 
less amblyopia where the eye is able to fix the section 
does not require to be so free. Also in high degree of 
Hypermetropia,when no amblyopia is present, the section 
ought to be freer than in low degree of Hypermetropia 
without amblyopia. In some cases of Strabismus con­
vergens of a low degree of H. with vision 6/6 in each
eye a diplopia is apt to be induced which will disappear 
in time.
The only danger of the operation is when the internal 
rectus is freely divided sometimes a strabismus divergens 
is apt to be brought on as will be shown from the
Ï9
•following case.
Mrs. S. 62 Housekeeper
Extreme strabismus divergens in R.
V, A. L. R.
6/9 under 6/60
with proper glasses No. 2
Her R. eye was operated many years ago 'by a 
surgeon for a squint,' Strabismus Convergens.
After the operation it is common to see the eye a 
little out, but, after the muscle has formed a new ad­
hesion with the sclerotic and proper glasses ordered, 
the axis becomes parallel with the good eye.
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Mrs. "Provan 39 15/7 /9 0
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V.A. R. - R. No. 1 L. = No. 20
Refraction + 8^  0^
T L E F T .
180
PE R I IVl ET^
TAe eccentrric contim cousred d n e  rndicaieA' ihe average 7io?7nalF7£A 
JJesL^n&dy f o r  us-e 'I'yiiAi- FyofJkf^ 'Ifa7'dj7sFe7/iste?yn^/k?yA?zef.e7'. \
81
Llz%le McF.eat 19 Oct. 1888
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. = No. 20 L,
Refraction ~h
Strabismus has been present from childhood
No. 1 
1.0
co7ri'797,enci7t ^  fo  z-ose f / ie  R e ç z s tra iz o T e
V  RIGHT.
GO . .
I I I I I Ü I I
90—
105
R CHARTS. 180
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Jeanie Ramsay 15 1888
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. -No. 1 1^  = No. 20
Refraction ~f. 20
180
PERI METE
JAe ecce 77 tf'i'c contimcous re d  h?te hcdcraies d /e ave7'Of/^ e 7/.07'7nal F u fii 
U e s iq 7 ied ' fo 7’' u se I'v iz ji /y o /fF f f I la fY .iy 's  jtec/istec'/'/ic^ /^7'777ietC7~. i
%r :;
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Katie Wilson 7 1888;
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. - No. 20
11Refraction 4- 2.50 -h 1.0 asty
-7 5
-  —  00
105
180 PE RI M ETÊ
JA-e eccen d ic  coniim ious re d  à n e  i?idicales d ie averue/e n o rm a l Relc 
U e s i^ n e d  fo 7 ' use nddi^ P ? -o f s 'kf? //u7d j^ 's  /te r /is le 7'in^ /k jy d re  1er.
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W. Elder 10 22/1 /9 0
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R . — No . 20 L. r^. No.
Refraction f 1.50^
zcse "Ûte .yÎ7Alo77?.atr^c 2ie^^7Sirctyfzo7h.
RIGHT., X  
6
J20^
;r c h a r t s ]80
fyo f/? i.d i7n ct V/sr.o?? :f7/c .s'77/7/77 T>:d rry /d r d?t’ o f  f/ie  77/7'nr7.spot.
I /i/j7hs77.eol hv •-A7o.s.v f^ C7t?'7'\'' J^acctoji-, 7 f/7 . G * 7^o/7la.77(Z S f,Zo n do 7i,W .
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Miss McLean 34
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. - No. 20
Refraction ^  4.0
LEFT.
hniliii
165'
180
PE Rl M ETÊ
v% r e c e e /itr /’c  Cûf7Ümcous 7'ecl lz?7e 7??77/caf7?s arefxzf^e /7.orm a7 ReIr^
U esT^^ned  / t v  u& e w itj/.- I V o R H a r d y  ',9 d e z /is fe /d m y  J i;r i7 /7 e ic r .
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Chas. McKinnon 14
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V. A. R. r No. 20 L. - No. 1
Refraction 2.0
RIGHT.
0
diujluiilj
-^120
9iOrjiTTTrrrn
90—
105
-— .90
■105
R CHARTS. 180
^  o f/n d i/v c t Vis 1071 :/7 ic  s7/uf77 z r t /  r/7y:7' 7/te po.dlzoi/^ y>7 i7ie M /h d  spzol .
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Jessie Campbell 18
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A, R. — N o . 1 L. s No. 20
Refraction -4 4.0J)
90^
105
165 165
180
PE Rl M ETE
TAe eccent/ïc  cofitifucous r e d  lin e  Îndicaîe9 ike  ave/'o^e norrnaZ Met. 
D e s ig n e d  fo 7 ' U9e r^ ilk  P r o d - A A < ^ ^ d y 9  J te y /is ie rirp  fk r 'm ie ie r .  \
88
Sarah Sliminan 24
Strabismus Convergens L.
V, A. R. r No. 1 L. - No. 16
Refraction 4 2,cP
165' oj'l 11111" 
180
165
-75
00
105
PE RlM ETE
Z ke  e c c e n tric  co n iifiu o u s  ?^erl h n e  iridz'cciics ik e  a v e ra g e  n o rm a Z  F ie ii 
J Z e s i^ n c d  f o r  u c e  w itF  F r o f  Jhf7JIci,?H y ',9 J icy^ is ien zig f /k n m e ie ? '.
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Robert Finlay 19
Strabismi s Convergens in L.
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. - No. 20
Refraction j- 2.0
L E F T .  ^
Liüllll
90^ --
105
-75
—  00
105
165'
180
PE R l M  ET B
30
John Baird 12 5/8/87
StrahiSTT.ils Convergens in L.
V, A, R. := No. 1 Ij . — No. 20 
Refraction 4- 2.0^'^
L E F T .  ]
ISO
PE R l M  E T E
31
William Elder 9 14/11/90
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V. A. R. T No. 20 L. - No. 1
Refraction 2.cP
c o 7 '^ 7ytenoi^7i ^  t^se  îT ie  .yîcclor?t€(Æ ^c R e c /z s ir fx iio rù
RIGHT.
/i 1- ' ÜÜ*
0riiimiT]
90 —
105
:r c h a r t s .
lo f l/id iT ie c t Vis7071. S77iaH T v d  ci'zvlo f/io  positzo /h  o f'ih e  M c /td s p o t. 
Ii/J ? lis 7 ie d  hp -JW ess'd C u r z y  e& .Paæ to7% L 9 o , G f  P o z 'ila T io l S f,Z o 7 id o 7 t, W.
32
John Mair 9 12/5/90
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R.  ^No. 1 L. s No. 20
Refraction 5.cP
90-^
105
L E F T .  i
-75
—  00
105
165'
180
PE Rl M ET|
TAe eccentric  COnÜTiieous re d  Itn e  inÆ caîe-s d ie aver'ape norm al-P eR .
33
A. Paterson 15 July, 1889
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. - No. 30
Refract ion 4 4.Cp
C eT ztre  eacT i^ c T /.a r t  ~ j> o z ? z le r'"  a t ' Z e ro  7 )e /b re \
V
180 P E R I  M E T E
34
Martha Paxton 16 13/5 /9 0
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. — No. 1
Refraction
L. - No. 20
2.0P
L E F T .  1'
M.,,,\i\uiLim^
_5/""/'m)TTTmTTT{TT,,r
90-^
105
-75
—  00
105
I' .
t-If
C -
la
I’
PERI M E T ^
The eccentf'W  coniiziuous ?'ed- Iz'ne ifid icates  ihe avefxiz/e n o rm a l FuTij 
U e si^ n ezT  fo?'' ziS'e w ith - F ro F  J^T Ÿ -h lard j/'o F e ^ is îe r in ^  ',
35
M a^R' i e Me La oh 1 and 19 July 1889.
Strabismus Convergens in L,
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. - No. 20
Refraction -f 2.0
90-2
105
L E F T .
Lu iiLli i i
n5
—  00
105
PE Rl M ETE
77i<e eccen ifxc  co n iim w u s  red , hh,e i?tdîcaîe-s ih e  ctvera^e n o n n a /y  Fiel> 
JJesi^? ie,d ' f o r  ? 6^-e y v itji F i''o f  J d ^ ^ .fIa r'd j''6 'Æ e ^ 7 s fe 7 'in g t7 ^ 7 x m e le r.
56
Maggie Alexander 10 
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A, R. = No. 1 L. - No. 20
Refraction 2.5jy
1
90-^
105
L E F T .
mrrrnm
180 PE RIM ETE
eccenibd: cofitimeous re d  lin e  bidzcafes ike  average norm ed KeR  ^
JJesi^/z^d f o r  use w i l f  JR^of J k f? / Ia r d ^ ' '& Æ eç isfen n ej fh r /f^ ie d /- .  >
37
Isp ’ H’illliolland 10 3/3/90
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A, R. -No. 1 L. ^ No. 20 
Réfraction _L 9,oP
l e f t . .
180 E Rl M ETE
./%<? eccenirric con iifu iousre d  h n e  i??Æcaf.es iJie a^'era^e n o rm a l Fr 'el^  
iJ e s i^ n e d  f07- use la ifd t I^ o F Æ '^ /Ia r c fy  s F e7/ is  ferinejf F e rù n e ie r .
38
Jas. Irvine 9 3/1/89
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. = No. 1 L. s No. 20
Refract ion -f 2.5cP
90-^
105
180 PE Rl M ETE
Z ke e c c e /itfx c  c o n tifiu o u s re d  lir ie  ifu /ic a te s  i7?.e avera^ye n o rm a Z  F ié lï 
JJesi^re-d.' fo7" ^^ Ÿ-Zfa^ rdv s Æey76 te77.nty T^7''/:.??2.eie7''.
39
Jas, Montgomery 19 31/12/88
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. No, 20 L. Ti. No. 1
Refraction -h 3,0D
co7ro7?'iencl7icf Zo z ts e  fJ te  r_ylu lo77ia^dc R e ç z -s tra fz o re
RIGHT.
1^20
rTTTTrnTi
: R CHARTS.
s
N
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Jas. Irvine 14 1888
StrabiSTTtus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. % No. 1 L, ^ No. 20
Refraction -f 3.Cp
' Cerzitre eacJi. cytarl^  'ire th - 'p o ÏT z Z e r  a Z  Z e ro  6 e /b r e  
LEFT.
o y  /1<!^ \, 11 n Iil
180
165 PE Rl M ETE
41
Jas. Brown 9 Perth 1890
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. - No. 1 L. m No. 20
Refraction _ i _  2.cP
165'
180
PE RlM ETE
T/w  e c ce /itric  cofiUfzizous re d  lùte. m dicafes ike  arerae/e n e rm a l F ie i
42
R. Reach 18
Strabismus Convergens In R.
V, A. R. - No, 20 1'. - No. 1
Refraction j- 5,cP
C07n7n.e7zci77(^ z is e  f7?.e R e ^ z s f^ ''o it io r /, .
RIGHT.
IR C H A R T S
1^20
90—
105
180
o / '/ n d i f v e i  Visio/?, . d it ;  s / i / i r ^ l / r o /  r i ic /o  7/?e p o s i t io n  o f 'f^ e  f> find , s p o t .
V / ‘u ff.is /ie o f f}V d /e s s 'd  C f.o r/p - d  Faœ to}?., J d o , G f  jP r n 'tfa /id  S f.d o n d o n ,W .
43
Christina McIntosh 9
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R.=No.l L. = flTiReTR only
Refraction -f- 3.0 ^ 2) 0.5CP astig
' Cenîre eac7i, oAarl 'pomler" at Zero
L E F T .  t
l2 u
105'
180
PE RlM ETÈ
TAre ecce/itf'ic  coniimcous re z l üène i?idf'caïes the average 7?.of'm.cfJr Fieh 
U esi^n ed y f o r  use vvit^ h- F r o f  J i f f I /a r d y s  Æ e^isîeringr fè r im e te r .
44
Miss Hodge 22 Montrose 23/3/90
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. ^ Ho. 90 L. ” No. 1
Refraction 2,Cp
RIGHT.
90 —
105
-— 90
■105
180: R CHARTS.
fo f /n d ir e e i Vzsw?i ;ihe- stauzI I  thz/  c/rcAe the posiizoyZr o f t  A & b lin d  s ^ o t.
4=5
John Thyme 12 8/12/88
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. - No. 18 L, — No. 1
Refract ion 2.0
ooznTnerici?tç "?<c zise fr/te .yîu lom ccf/^c R ezyzsfr'a .ù .o n
RI G H T.
;R C H A R T S 180
/  Viszû/z , //ze s?//zf77 Tz'r/ cwr/y" f/zi’ /yositzûn o f ‘f7ie 77in/£ s jyo i.
< f^^ 7)Z7.s-7iec7 7jy ..y]/f -,s\v',7 ( 7 < &  TPctxfxzjt^ , J.Or>, (.77 J^o/77a?zd S7, ^ 07idon,W .
46
Harry Odd am 12 7/12/88
Strabismus Convergens in R .
V, A, R. rs No . 18 L. - No. 6
Refraction 4- 3.0
D
co7^i-T9'ie7icz?7^</ 7o zcse fA e  ..^ 4t(7o//z.zZy?7,c Rez^zsTrcizttoTZy
R I G H T.
120'^
910fTTTifmrrn
: R CHARTS. 180
A  of/7zdz7vz:t Vzsztnz s z /z o lly o z f  cz/zz7z F/zr /?o.9zfzorz- o f  7/ze â lz h z f  s jo o t .
fzzZ/zA'/zozZ To/ . f  /z’.'i.y C' &  7Pa-oc‘f:of f., J fJ /f. G f J ^ o /'ila n d  Sf.JZondo/z,, W.
47
Maggie Stitt 12 1888
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. = No, 20 L, = No. 1
Refraction + 2.0D
co7?7y7nenci7i<y 7o  u s e  f7z.e ..^4u7o? 'uu i7 -c 2 ie i!yzs7r<x7 f.oT }y.
RIGHT.
II . \
: R CHARTS.
]20-c '-120
90-^
105
180
7  ofIzzc^z/rcl Vzsz.ozz : F/zz- sv/zrz77 zrz f zrzzo/e F/zr positzz^/z. o f  Ffze TzlzZnzf s p o t. 
i f'z/Zhy/ic’z7 7w l/fs.y Czxrzj'- eZ- JPaxto/z, J7f7. Ff7 J^o/'tlazzcZ Sf,J7ondozi, W.
48
Katie Ewins 19 21/3 /9 0
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A, H. = No. 1 L. - No. 20
Refract ion 3.0D
LEFT. I;
111 111.11 Hi9jO
165'
180
PE Rl M ETE
7Ae eccen irt/:: con tin uo us re e l lin.e. in d ic a te s  the a v e ra g e  n o rm u l Aie/ /
49
John Hepburn 13 Sept. 1888
Strabismus Conversons in R .
V, A, R. No . 20
Refract ion
L. — No. 1
2.0
D
cornm ericz^7t<7 -ïo  z^se fA e  ..A .iilor/z-6/ytf.c 2 te c /z s lr ‘o/>izorz. .
RIGHT.
) o
1G5' ' ''TpTmrm: R CHARTS.
lo f///d z ? rjrt Visiorz:f7ir .s-mzzU 7'rz/ c/7'c^e f/zi^  p o s iiro rz-o f iAe d lin o is p o t.
50
Jane Urquhart 12 August 1888
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A, R. No . 1 L. jTL No . 18
Refract ion -f 3,0
D
O e n ire  ea .c /i. c A a r t  n-vi-tA  ~ jo o zT zte r a ï  Z e r o  h e jfv r e \
PE Rl M ET$
TAe eccen tfxc  co n ii? ii(o u s re e l h rie  izzrAcates the a v e ra g e  yzo rm a i 
J J e s ip n e d ' fo?" us-e w iïA  J Z o f - J t e z / i s t e r i y i ^  /k n m ^ e ie r . t
51
Annie Love 17 Sept. 1888
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. = No. 1
Refract ion
L, — No. 20 
p
J- 2 . 0
90-^
105
L E F T .  r,
165' PERI METE
180
52
William Wallace 15 Oct. 1888
Had internal strabismus^ he was 2 years of* a^ e, which 
was cured by suitable glasses.
R.
V, A, e/9 No. 1 6 /60 No . 20 
D
Refraction -|- 2.0
C e n tre
l e f t . [
15,
30\.,
90 —
105
—  00
105
165 E R1 M ETÉ
180
J)esi<^nedy f o r  use
con tin uo us bine m c & u ls s  A n  ayerao,e  n o rm a l R c h  
w ith  /y o / iM ? f f a r d y  s  Æ e ç is le r in ^  /è n m e te r .
53
Jas. Dick 19 Stirling 27/10/88
Left operated on by Dr. Reid 12 years ago. 'When looking 
at a distance axes almost parellel.
6^/f? Read Mo. 1 6/60 under
^ Read 20.
Refraction +
L E F T .  '
L L I l i u i l l m
iiiiiiirrT ]
-75
-  —  00
90-E-
105
105
165' PE R1M ET^
180
'
54:
Maggie Marshall 13 
Internal Strabismus P.
V, A.
6th. Nov. 1888
p h. ^ No. 1
6/36 No. 16 J,
D
Refraction ^
"7
RIGHT.
null Mill
90—
105
\R CHARTS
55
MagRle Martin 12 Montrose
Internal Strab. of L 
V. A. L.
e/eO under
Refraction
6 /e No . 1 
3.0^,
90 —
105
'Centre eac7v chart 'jtointer'at Zero le/ore\^  ^
L E F T .  '{
—  00
105
165'
ERl METf
180
Uesi^ nedr
TAe ecceninc conticMous red line indCales the average normal hieli 
foruce wit!l ProCM^l/ardy eJle^istennff renmeler. ►
56
Asher Shand 19 20/11/88
R. + 1.50 nerve slightly oval, this eye was affected 
with Strabismus in childhood and came straight without 
operation or correcting glasses.
Reads No. 18 J.
L. + 1.50'’ nerve slightly oval, veins large and 
pulsating physiological cup deep and situated towards e 
temporal side Read No. 1
2.0 ordered
Refraction ~h 2.0J)
' coTTvy^ ienom^
r i g h t .
90—
105
:r c h a r t s .
■loflMbmaVmondMemriaTedCwkfheposilCnoflàeUmdspoh
. D cbhshed hv .M e o C f C u r r y  d ra o c to n , JO S , G f C o r l la r d  S iJ o rJ o n . .
57
Maggie Rotherty 10 Irvine
Internal Strabismus in R.
R. The chofo capillaries well seen, atrophy choroid
Nerve oval Reads No. 20.
L. Choroid pigment scattered, aggregate round the
nerve generally thinning of the choroid
Reads No. 1
Refraction 4. 5,0
\ com-menczru, to ace t7,e .yîutomaUa
R I G H T .
^120
90 —
105
—  G_9o
-105
:R C H A R T S
1(35
910 _irprmrnTfn
180
1 '
58
Maggie Pollock 26
Internal Strabismus in R.
V, A. R.
e/eO under Reads No. 20
Refraction
D2.50
co7?'V7ne?zoi-7hq iise iTie .^4u7:o79'i-cctr^c Reqi -s 7 r a ti,o r h
RIGHT.
k ,
Sl>-
'-120120^
<R C H A R T S
n j I ! 111 iTTTfrrTT\^ 
180
3 % '
59
Jas. Drysdale 8 Paisley 1.9 /4/94
Internal Strabismus in L. 
V, A. P.
No; 1
L.
No. 16
Refraction 3.cP
90 —
105
—  00
105
165' E Rl M ETE
180
Thai e c c e n t r i c  c M lim io u s -re d  lirte- in e & a ie e  tjie  a re ra ffe  n o rm a l Kek^ 
U e s i^ n e d  f o r  u s e  n z ith  F r o fM ? f /a r d y s S e y ,s le r z n c ^  B r z m e ie r .
e o
R. Mather 9 Montrose
Internal Strabismus in L. 
L.
6/60 under 20 
Reads No. 20
Refraction nh 8.0 M.
R.
6/6
No. 1
^  l.c P  H.
LEFT. i
f
165' PERI MET#
180
/A t! e c c e n in c  c o n U n u o v s re d  U n e  v id ie a le e ife a y e ra ^ e  n o r m a l A iei^
S e s la n e A  f o r  u e e  n ^ ilh  F r o fJ f? M a ,r d y c  Æ e fis fe rm g  fe m m e ie ty
61
Clara Mitchell 11 28/5/89
Internal Strabismus in R.
V, A. R. counts fingers only
L. No. 1 6/e.
Refraction + 5.0^  .^.0 astlg
D
'' co n ^V fn c T tc z n ç  u s e  f7f.e .,c4u7'077t€cfit.c T re c / is T f^ o r iz o n - . 
\ " RIGHT.
IN
:-105
120^
90—---
105
” " \ 4
IR C H A R T S . 180
62
Jeanle Kennedy 15 Oct
Strata, in L, 6/60 under
Reads L. No, 20 ^ R. No. 1
Refraction ^ 2.0
D
l e f t . y f
f 
cK U 
If
P
'J
E RI IVl ETE
63
Alex. Blue 8 7th. May 1889
internal Strabismus in T . slight tendency to nystagmus^
The squint was noticed when the patient was 3 years of age 
Muscular Asthenopia has been complained of In the
good eye.
V. A
L. '
No. 16 . oD HRefraction 4:,cr w.
L E F T .  i;
iLuj^l n I iliu ‘
90 —
105
165' 1Ô0 PERI MET^,
y % 6’ e c c e n i r i c  con lm uous 7'ed  l^ns in d i^ a îe s  tJi£ a v e ra g e  n o rm a l
64
R, McDonald 16 Alexandria
Internal Strabismus in L.
L. No. 20
R. No. 1
Refraction 4-
D3.0
L E F T .
Li.nl 11
PE RlM ETE
7Ae e c c e n iric  conÜ nuous red - l£ re  budcaie-s d ie  a v e ra g e  norm ed- ReR^ 
iJes i^ n e -d y  f o r  us-e w d h  F r o f  J te r /is ie r in g i F e rT -m e le r. >
65
M r s . Dunn 95 Greenock 2 4 / 1 / 9 0 .
Strabismus Convergens in L. Strabismus since childhood 
V,A.^=. R.-No.l L.;^No, 20
Refract ion 2.0
LEFT.
-75
00
105
165' P E R I  M E T Ê
180
66
Bella King 20 ll/e/BB.
Strabismus Convergens in R. since childhood.
V, A. R. ^ No. 20 L. - No. -6
Refraction
D
io li^ se ï7te y^îtoloT'/za.ti'C 2i&^ z^s^ oi/i7,07'iy.
_ I
C H T,
R C H A R T S . 180
I—
67
Amblyopia with Central Scotoma which could
not be limited by the perimeter.
W. Simpson 18 8/12/8 8.
Slight Strabismus Convergens in L.
Patient had strabismus from the age of 4.
V, A, R, - No. 2 L. - No. 16
Refraction +• 5.(P
Scotoma roughly tested seemed considerable.
‘ W. McCole 21 19/2/9 0.
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. No. 20 L, s No. 1
Refraction 2.0®
Large central scotoma in R. not measure accurately.
<
Emily Beveridge 12 4/4/9 0 .
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. * No. 1 L. = No. 20
Refraction 4.0' '
There was a central scotoma, patient could not wait to
have field taken.
68
Amblyopia with central scotoma which could not be limited
by the perimeter. Contd,
Ellen Robertson 9 26/2/90
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. ss No. 1 L. s No. 2o
Refract ion + 8. cP
Central Scotoma was not measured by perimeter.
Jane SheiIds 10 18/12/90.
Strabismus Convergens in L. Refraction 4- 5,cP
V, A. R. a No. 1 L. No. 19
A central scotoma in left.
John Reid 8 1896
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. ^ counts fingers only: Refraction-fS.cP
D
L. No.l J. 4 2.0
No vision in the centre, can see indistinctly at the 
periphery of the field.
69
Amblyopia with central scotoma which could not be limited
by the perimeter. Contd.
M . ; Mair 14 12/1 2 /8 8
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. No. 1 L. No. 2G
Refraction 4. 2,CP
Central Scotoma in L.
70
Amblyopia.
Jessie Burtwell 15 28/2/90.
Strabismus Convergens in R.
L. "R-
Reads No. 1 6/6 under 6/60 No.20
Refraction - +■ 3.gP 
The patient was carefully tried to see if any central 
dimness, but could not be made out.
Geo. Ross 18 
Strabismus Convergens in R
27/8/89,
R. L.
+ 4.0" H.
V, A. No. 20 e/eo 8/6 No. 1
Refraction + 8.oP
No central defect could be made out by the perimeter 
although in reading the periphery of the field 
retained more vision than the central arm.
71
Amblyopia Contd.
John Robson 18 1890.
Internal Strabismus in L.
Refraction 4= 2.0 H •
L. below No. 20 J.
R. No. 1 J.
Field was not taken eye too blind.
Jas. Provan 12 10/7/90.
Internal Strabismus in R.
V, A. R.
No. 20
L.
No. 2
Refraction + 3.cP 
Field could not be taken, the boy said
1.50^ ast.
the middle was
Mary Boyd 5 Largs 17/6/9 0 .
Strabismus in R.
Refraction 4-
V, A. N-
No. 20 J.
L.
No. I
Field of vision could not be taken.
72
Amblyopia Contd.
Jas. Walker 12 
Strabismus in R.
Refraction -i-5,Cp
V, A. L.
No. I J
2/5/90
R.
No. 20 J.
Willie Houston 6 29/4/90
Strabismus Convergens in L.
Refraction ^ 3.CP
V, A. R. * No. I J. L. » No. 20 J
The boy could not fix his eye sufficiently to have a field 
taken.
John Robin 18
Strabismus Convergens in L.
30/4/90.
Refraction 4 . 3.0
D
L. No 20 below.V, A. R. c No. I J.
Field of vision could not be taken as the patient could not
be got to fix his eye.
73
Amblyopia Contd,
Andrew Kelly 9 5/4/90.
D
Strabismus Convergens in L. Refraction 4-2.0
V, A. L. = No. 20 J. below R. - No. 1 J
George Browning 9 
Strabismus Convergens in R. Refraction +3.50
V, A. R. ^ No. 20 J. below L. » Ko.I J. o/e
No scotoma could be made out as the patient was too 
amblyopic.
Jas. Gilchrist 10 26/2/90
Strabismus Convergens inR.. Refraction + 2.0
V, A, R. s No. 20 J. below L. = No. I J. 
The field could not be taken.
Mary Agnew 9 6/5/90
Convergens Strabismus in L. Refraction 4 ^ .Cp
V-, A. ?= R. No. I J. - L. No. 20 J.
+ 12'' brings the eyes almost straigh .
74
Amblyopia Contd.
Thomas Scott 11 5/12/88.
Strabismus Conver^ens in L.
Refraction-f 3.5CP
V, A. R. No. I J. 6/6 L. S counts fingers only 
Left had a slight degree of strabismus was mere marked 
when patient was younger.
William,Gilchrist 10 
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction ^ 2.0 
V, A. P. Mo. 20 6/60
D
26/5/90
L. R No. 1 o/e
William Wilson 15 
Strabismus Gomre^ 'gens in L.
Refract len 6 .0P 
V. A, R. No. 1 6/6 L. counts fingers with 
difficulty.
75
Amblyopia Contd
Jessie Scott 12 12/1/89.
Strabismus in R.
DRefraction d» 3.0 
V, A.
R. No, 20 J. below. L. No. 1 6/6
Patient could not fix eye so field of vision could not 
be taken.
Jas. Fulton 9
Extreme Strabismus Convergen in L
DRefraction ^  2.50
V. A. R. a No. I J. 6/6
No field could be taken.
1890.
L. below 6/60 No. 20
Mary Wood 9 
Strabismus Convergens in L. for 6 months.
Refraction -f 2.Cp 
V A, R, s No.l 6/6 L. » fingers only
76
Amblyopia Contd.
William Gates 10 7/7/96
Strabismus Alterans worse in L.
Mother states that the boy has squinted since he was 
18 months old.
V, A. R, s No. I J. e/e L. s below No. 20 J.e/60
R.
Refract ion +7.0
+7.0
L.
.+8.0
+7.0D
William Campbell 11 7/7/96.
Strab. Convergen in R.
V, A. R. « No. 20 J. not 6/60 L. * No. 12 J.e/50
R.
Refraction +10.0 -+8.0
+8.5 +10.0
Alex. Murray 7 10/7/9 6.
Strabismus in L. for 3 years duration.
V. A, S R. No. 1 J. e/6 L. No. 20 not 6/60
R
Refraction +1.50
0
+2.0
.+3.50
2.0
77
Imblynpia Contd.
David Shields 12 4th. July 1896
A very pronounced strabismus in R.. has squinted since he 
was 3 years, of* age.
Refractions 2.
V, A. R. fingers only L. ss No. I J. 6/6
Mary Glanster 6
Strabismus Convergens in L.
Mother states that the squint has only been present for 
a year.
V, A.
R. ^ No. I J. e/e L. » No. 20 e/eo
Refraction qp 6^0 *+7.0
78
Amblyopia less pronounced
Joseph Wflght 11 21/8/88
Strabismus Converger in L.
Refraction + 2.50^
V, A. . R. e No. 1 J. 6/6 L. = No. 14 J
Field very much contracted no central scotoma.
David McNicol 8 27/s/89
Strabismus Convergens in L.
Refraction + 5.0
V, A. R. s No. I J * L. s No. 16 J.
Agnes MeAulay 15 19th. June 1889, ;
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. R. = No. 16 J. L. = No. 12 J.
Refraction + 4 .0 0-, + 0.5o\stlg. + 5. OO-+1.0®asti^.
79
Amblyopia less pronounced Contd.
Frank Collins 9 14/6/90
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction + 2.50P
V. A. R. m No. 16 L. ^ No. 1.
Agnes Fulton 9 24/l/90
Strabismus Convergens in L.
DRefraction + 2 . 0  
V A. R. = No. 1 = 6/6 L. No. 16 6/36
Jessio Hepburn 12 
Strabismus Convergens in L.
D
Refraction + 2.0
V, A. E. No. 1 6/6 1*. Ho. 16 6/36
80
Amblyopia less pronounced Contd.
John Huggins 8 7th. July 1896.
Strabismus in R. has been present for 6 years.
V, A. R. No. 14 J. e/36 L. = No 4 6/18
Refraction +8.0
+5.50
+ 8.0
+ 6.0
Mary McDonald 18 
Strabismus Convergen in R.
Refraction + 2.0
V, A.
L. No. 1
7th. Oct. 1889
R. No. 16
81
Slight degree of Amblyopia.
Janet helper 11 4th, August 1896
Strabismus in R.
Refraction + 3.0*
The strabismus has been present onljr for two years,
V, A. R. B No. 8 6/56 L. =. No. 2 6/l2.
Jas. McFarlane 10 10th. July 1896.
Strabismus in R. The strabismus has been present since 
he was 3 years of age.
V, A. R. = No. 8 6/36
/
Refraction / 
/
+ 8.0D
+ 7.50
L. No. 2 e/9
— +6.50
+  7.50
Lizzie Morton 12
Strabismus Convergens in L.
DRefraction + 5.0 
V, A. R. = No. I J.
1889
L. No. 6 J
88
Slight degree of Amblyopia Contd
Bella McIntosh
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction + 5.0
V, A. R. s No. 8
D
L. s Nof I
George Hay 6 
Strabismus in R:
Refraction +  4.0 
V, A. & R. » No. 4
D
22/5/9 0.
L. sfc No. 2
» -J
85
Very Slight Degree of Amblyopia,
Matthew Baxter 8
Strabismus Convergens in L.
Refraction +  5.0
V, A, R. No. 1
D
24/6/90,
L. cz No. 2.
Mary Thomson 7 
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction +  2.0
V, A. R. No. 2
D
Robert Scott 18 
Strabismus Convergens in L.
I
R efraction +  2.0
V, A. R. s No. I.
Helen McDiarmid 8 
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction +  2.0
V, A. R. » No. 2
D
6/5/9 0 .
L. 5 No. 2
5/4/90,
L. s No. 2
15/4/90
L. a No. 2
84
Vision Normal
Edward Dawson 14 
Strabismus Convergea in R.
D
Refraction +  2.0
V, A. R. - No.I 6/6
leA/eo
L. — No. 1
Norman Me Aulay 10
Strabismus Convergens in L.
D
Refraction +  1.50
V, A. R. =. No. 1 6/6 L. s. No. 1 o/e
Marion Galt 17 5/3/90.
Strabismus Convergens in R .
Refraction +  6.0
V, A. = R. = No- 1 ®/®
L. St No. 1 e/e
Maggie MoNaught 8 17/3/90.
Marked strabismus in R.
D
Refraction 4- 2.0
y X. R. - No. 1 6/e L. - No. 1 e/e
65
Vision Normal Contd.
Maggie Bell 12 
Strabismus Convergens in L. 
Refraction +
V, A. R. = No. 1 e/e
8/3/90.
4 .0® O  1.0® astig
L. = No. 1 e/e
Ann Stevenson 12 
Marked strabismus in L.
Refraction + 2.0
V, A. R. No. 1 6/6
Lizzie Morton 12
Strabismus Convergens Alterans
D
Refraction +  5.0
V, A. R. = No. 1 e/e
Jas. Johnstone 20 
Strabismus Convergens in L.
Refraction 4- 5.0
V, A. R. = No. 1 e/e
D
5/5/9 0.
L. - No. 1 6/6
28/1/90.
- No. 1 6/6
25/3/8 9.
- No. 1 e/e
8 6
Vision Normal Contd.
Ellen Noble 19 
Marked strabismus in R.
Refraction + 2,oP 
V, A. R. No, 1 6/e
Mary Thom 11 
Strabismus Convergens Alterens 
Refraction + 1,50
V, A. R. 6/6
Jas, Scott 12 
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction + 2,0
V, A. R. s No. 1 6/6
R. Finney 9 
Strabismus Convergens in R.
Refraction + . 4.0
V, A. R. = No. 1 e/e
D
37/2/90.
,. S No. 1 e/6.
14th. August 1896
L. = e /e
L. = No. 1 e/e
30/7/90.
L. ss No. 1 e/e
87
Vision Normal Contd.
David Scobie 11 
Strabismus Convergens Altérons 
Refraction + 2,0
V, A. R. * No. 1 o/e
Lizzie Martin 6 
Strabismus Convergens Altérons 
V, A, R. » No. 1
Refraction +7.0
+ 5.0
July 1896.
L. s No. 1 e/e
July 1806
» No. 1 
— +7.5
+5.0
Mary Louden 5 
Strabismus Convergens Alterans of one year's duration,
V, A. 
Refract ion
R. ^ No. 1 6/6
_  +6.0
L. s. No. 1 6/6
  +6.0
+7.0 + 7.0
8 8
Vision Normal Contd.
Jessie Gibsons 15 July 1896,
Strabismus Convergens Alterans 
Refraction + 5.50^
V, A. E. s. No. 1 6/6 L. s No. 1 6/6
Glasses ordered by Dr. W. R. four years ago..
Isa Gray 7 
Strabismus Convergens Alterarp.S 
Refraction + 1.75
V, A. R. * No. 1 J. 6/6 L. e No. 1 J. 6/6
Squint has been present for 5 years.
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Neuritis.
Jas. Pringle 22 28/3/89.
Strabismus Convergens in R.
V, A. L. - No. 6 s R. = No. 20
Refraction + 2.0
Distinct optic Neuritis strabismus of long standing
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Neuritis in Strabismus
Thomas Ferguson 14 15/1/9O.
Strabismus Convergens in L.
V, A. R. No. 6 L. fingers only.
D
Refraction + 6.0
Mother states that she has noticed the squint since infancy 
About a fortnight ago from the above date complained of 
severe frontal headache.
Distinct optic Neuritis in L.
9i
Age.
Maggie Fullerton Beath 4 
Marked degree of Strabismus in L.
Refraction + 3.0 retinoscope
V, A. child cannot read.
88/11/88
as Si
9 9
Ag#,
Lizzie Sprott S 
Marked Strabismus Converge## 1# R.
V, A. child cannot read. 
Refraction +
in/l/90,
retlnaecop#
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From a study of the cases it appears that amblyopia 
is not caused by the squint but rather amblyopia is a 
cause of the squint. No doubt when the ametropia is 
Hypermetropic the extra convergence which the Hypermétrope 
requires to bring into play and keep up,especially for near 
vision, /and even for distant vision/ the old explanation 
that one of the muscles becomes worn out and gives way pro- 
duclng the strabismus. The reason for one muscle giving 
way before the other was said to be due to an insufficiency 
of that particular muscle. And, by the image not falling 
on the same part corresponding to the retina of the other 
eye, diplopia was brought about and that by time the image 
in the squinting eye was suppressed amblyopia ex anopsia.
But this is an explanation which I cannot agree with. 
It appears to me, how the strabismus is determined to one 
eye more than the other, that in one eye the power of fiX;. 
ation is much lower or if not altogether absent, hence 
there is no steadying of the eye by a sharp image on the 
retina. And as the convergence and accommodation are 
co-ordinate movements and when the extra straining
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brought about by the Hypermetropla of the eye, the eye, 
which is not fixed naturally to relieve this strain, 
becomes affected, and on examining patients carefully 
I never could learn that they suffered at any time from 
diplopia: in paralytic squint this is generally the first
and most distressing symptom complained of. And, like­
wise, when the vision is normal it generally remains so, 
one eye is used indifferently for fixing bringing about
Strabismus Alterans.
From this series of cases, in 17 vision was normal 
in either eye, e/e, and 7 of those the strabismus was 
alterous leaving only 11 cases in which the strabismus
was permanent In one eye.
In correcting the strabismus in many cases of 
normal vision it is only necessary to put the patient 
on atropine for a week or two then carefully to measure 
the eye, and in this correction the greatest benefit is 
in accurately estimating the amount of ametropia, especial­
ly, by retinoscopy and in ordering a little less than the 
static refraction; In majority of Instances this is all
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that is needed.
In one of my cases in which the vision was normal, 
where it was found necessary to divide the tendon of the 
internal rectus, a troublesome diplopia was brought about 
but which disapoeared by keeping the eye under atropine
for some time.
I make a rule now never to divide the internal rectus
when vision is normal, for by correcting the ametropia 
and keeping the squinting eye under atropine for some 
time, it is my opinion, that the strabismus will diaap- 
pear without operation. In those cases in which the 
vision is normal, a large proportion are brought about 
by imitation, a boy who is hypermetropic imitates the 
squint in a companion, he is astonished to find that he 
sees more distinctly with the one eye, so when he wants to 
see clearly he voluntarily squints and the habit becomes 
fixed, but he may use either eye alternately, and as far 
as I have been able to make out in the nine years I have 
taken notes of cases of squint, he will never turn ambly­
opic.
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It was likewise advanced in cases of* amblyopia, 
amblyopia ex anopsia, caused by want of use, by correcting 
the squint by operation and ordering suitable glasses the
amblyopia would be reduced.
In many of my cases which I have kept under observa­
tion this result was not accomplished, of course, the 
large majority do not report themselves after the opera­
tion and glasses have been prescribed. In one case,which 
I  k e p t  under observation for two years, the improvement 
was so slight as to discourage one in persevering in the
following treatment
0. 12 PoBsilpark Oct. 1893.
was sent to me for a squint which the mother said had
been present for 9 years.
V B. No. 1 6/6 L. under 6/60 counts
fingers with difficulty no changes in the fundus, was put 
under atropine + 3.0.
Left eye was operated on and kept under atropine tor 2 
months, he was told to keep the gond eye bandaged tor half 
an hour at night and endeavour to read, in carrying out
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these instructions at the end of two years he could 
read No. 19 Jaeger, the letters in the middle were in­
distinct, clearer at the sides. The treatment was 
then given up as unsatisfactory.
This is the only case in which I know any improve­
ment followed operation. But it is common for eyes 
affected strabismus to come straight, and the person 
not to be aware of any deficiency of sight till it is 
found out accidentally. In the first part I have 
noticed this as a common disqualification to intend­
ing candidates for the army, when on examination the 
story of a squint in childhood is elicited.
Before proceeding farther, I would like to state 
that after the operation for tenotomy which has been 
described in the first part, if glasses do not bring 
the eye straight, as they seldom do, when we have 
ajnblyopia and in no case which 1 have seen when we 
have a decided central scotoma, in those cases of 
scotoma it has been my practice to make the section 
of the tendon as free as possible, it is generally
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stated we- should be governed by the amount of hyper- 
metropia in making our section of the muscle. But it 
has been my practice to be guided entirely by the amount 
of amblyopia and especially by the presence of the 
scotoma.
And in estimating the amount of ametropia in the 
good eye the manifest hypermetropia is only corrected, 
and if any astigmatism is present to order what the 
patient sees best with, without being under atropine.
In the squinting eye the whole or static refraction 
is ordered, and in the case of astigmatism I estimate 
the amount under atropine and order from this correction,
In all cases where the amblyopia is not great, 
the manifest hypermetropia is ordered for both eyes: 
in all cases of squint, when I can get the patient to 
submit, it is a rule always to have the eye affected 
with strabismus under atropine for a month after the 
glasses are ordered.
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Central Scotoma
Those cases are not selected, but are taken from 
the clinic of the Eye Infirmary and private practice;
I have excluded nebulae on cornea, opacity on the lens, 
and pathological conditions of the fundus.
In the 47 fields of vision 33 are contracted; the 
fields represented by the Nos., 5, 6, 7, and 35, are 
much lessened. Thé other fields represented by the 
Nos. 11, 16, 17, 23, 34, 35, and 38, are so much con­
tracted they would naturally suggest some organic lesion, 
by the most careful examination nothing abnormal could 
be detected. The explanation which I would offer is 
that the periphery of the field possibly suffers from 
the same condition as affects the centre, but to a less
degree.
With reference to the scotomata, with two exceptions 
they are distinctly central. In case 46 the scotoma 
just crossed the centre of the field ahout 5° towards 
the nasal side; on the temporal side it extends out
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as far as 50®. The other case 47: the scotoma does 
come out to the middle but stops 5® from the centre; 
in this case pigment in macular seemed to have under­
gone a change but no definite choroiditis could be 
recognised. In all the other 45 cases the scotomata 
were distinctly central.
5 —
The smallest being 10-
40
the largest scotoma
being 40- -50
40
But the usual size is from 20-
0
-20
15
The other variations will be found in the annexed 
table.
In ho case was this scotoma found to be reduced in 
size by treatment, possibly the cases were not long 
enough under observation. In one case only was the 
amblyopia reduced; this case has been given in another
section.
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The age at which this scotoma occurs at is diffi­
cult to say, two patients came with well marked strab­
ismus at the ages of 5 and 4, but as they could not 
read no Information could be got as to the presence
of a scotoma.
The youngest in which a definite scotoma has
been made out is 7 years, in case No. 4; it is a
20
well marked scotoma of the usual limits 30* —30
25
but we have a distinct amblyopia in a child of 5 
years, only recognised the letters of No. 20 J. with
diffIculty.
The refraction of Table I shows that most of those 
who have strabismus have a low degree of hypermetropia 
f 2.0 s. 23. +3.0 = 12 = higher degree of refractive
errors are not common, we have one o f +9.0 =
In all the five tables the low degree of hyper- 
metropia are the most common. But this condition 
applies to all hypermétropes not affected with strabismus.
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+2.0, +3.0, are the degrees representing the great
majority of hypermétropes. We have had only case
of anisometropia and case of myopia.
In all cases there are only 7 cases of astigmatism
D D
representing a +0,50 up to +  2.0
From what data I have given, in my opinion, the 
cause of strabismus is the central scotoma. At the 
early age of seven we have a distinct one, and from 
the fact that after an operation and proper glasses 
prescribed they are no improvement, seems to me as if 
the defect was congenital and incurable,
Hypermetropia may tend to bring about the devia­
tion, but in the 5th. table we have 17 cases of strab­
ismus in which vision is normal, how did the strabismus 
not bring on what is known as amblyopia ex anopsia.f
Some of the patients have had the squint for many 
years, yet with either the vision was e/e. And further 
we have in this class the alternating squint in which he 
can use either eye at pleasure, with perfect vision, 
in this table we have 17 cases, and 7 cases are examples
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of strabismus alterans.
/In my 14 cases two cases are affected with 
neuritis, the history points in both instances to 
slight injuries which are not commonly followed in 
healthy eyes by inflammation/.
The want of fixation, caused by the central de­
fect, is what brings about the majority of squints. 
We will not take the last 4 - so we have. 110
Amblyopia
17
So we have only the 17 in which vision is normal, the 
other 93 all having an amblyopia which appears to be 
congenital.
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Scotoma,
Table I.
7j=: 1 
8 »  2 
9 » 6
10 = 4
11 = 1 
1 2 - 7
13 2
14 = 2
15 = 3
16 2
17 - 2
18 = 1
Sex Refraction Amblyopia (Vertical Horizontal)
1 1
5
10 10 5 1
1 7
10 10 - 10 ss 1
10
1 2 10 - 20 2
15
10 15 - 15 & 1
1 3
20 15 - 20 3: 2
15
1 7 20 - 10 1
15
15 20 - 20 zz 18
. 1 1
25 20 - 25 1
20
1 1 20 - 30 3
20
20 20 40 1
1 1
25 25 - 25 s 2
20
1 1 25 - 30 1
30
25 30 — 20 1
1 1
25
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Scotoma, Table I. Contd.
Age Sex Refraction Amblyopia (Vertical
Horizontal;
Anisom.e-
19 = 6 metropia
30 - 25 = 1
-2.0 _ 1 25
1 - 1 30 - 30 = 4
20 = 1 •*•1,0 30
21 = 1 +2,0 rs, 25 30
30 - 35 » 1
1 = 1
22 * 2 +2.50,. 5 Reads 20
30 — 40 =. 1
No. 16 J = 4 30
24 s: 1 -*"3.0 12 1 = 1
30 — 45 = 1
18 J = 4 25
26 =. 1 4-4.0 K 4 30
35 - 40 = 1
20 J z55 1 = 5
54 ^ 1 B 22 + 5.0 « 2 30
40 - 45 =. 1
Under 40
59 = L 6 25 +9.0 e 1 No. 20 J = 4 1 = 1 40
40 - 50 % 1
47 47 47 47 47
47
Left
Eight
29
18
47
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Central Scotoma, present field could not be taken,
II
Age Sex Refraction Amblyopia R.
L.
18 « 1
21 1 4-3.0 « 2
12 = 1 +2.0 = 1 No. fls 16 — 1
9 = 1 4-4.0=1 No. = 19 =1
10 1 B = 3 +5.0 = 1 No. 55 20 = 3
8 = 1 Q- s 3 +6.0-1 under- 20 » 1
2 4
I*.
6 6 6 6
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Amblyopia
III
Age
5 = 1
6 = 2 
7 = 1 
9 = 5
10 = 3
11 =  2 
12 = 4
15 = 2 
18  ^3
Sex
B.=17
Refraction 
+2.0 « 6 
+2.50 = 1 
+3,0 ss 8 
+3.50 = 2  
+ 6 . 0 — 2 
+7.0 = 1
+8.0 a 1
R. L.
+8.50 +10.0
+10.0 +8.0 a 1
R. L.
+1.50 +3.50
2.0 +2.0
Amblyopia
No.20 a 8 R. 9
under No.20 =.15 L.14
23 23 23
23 23
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Amblyopia less
IV.
Age Sex Refraction Amblyopia R. L.
6 — 2
7 = 1 +2 .0 a 6 No.2.J.=4
8 = 4 +2.50 = 5 No .4 = 1
9 = 2 +3.0 =4 No. 6 = 1
10 = 2 +4 .0 = 1 No. 8 = 3
11 a 2 + 4 .0 O-t 0.50 ast. a 1 No.12 = 1
R 12
12 a 2 0.9 +8 .0 O  +1 .0 ast. = 1 No.14 a 2 L 5
18 = 2 B.B +8 .0 0 +2 .0 ast. = 1 No.16 = 5
17 17 17 17
17
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Vision Normal
V.
Age 8 ex Réfraction ■ R . L
5 — 1
6 s- 1 i
7 = 1
8  ^1
9 a 1
10 = 1 +1.50 » 3
11 = 2 +2.0 a 6
12 a 4 +3.0 a 2
14 — 1 -+3.50 - 1
15 a 1 +4.0 = 2
17 = 1
1
+5.0 a 1 L
1 9 - 1 G 6 +5.00 +2.0 ast. - 1 R
2 0 - 1 11 + 6.0^3.+1,0 ast. « 1 alterans
17 17 17 17
5
5
7
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Fields taken in Scotomata present 47
Fields could not be taken 6
Amblyopia 23
Amblyopia less ' . 17
Vision Normal 17
Taken for the sake of age 3, 4 2
Neuritis present 2
124
